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 COMO ATRAPAR A UN ELFO | How to Catch an Elf 
 By: Adam Wallace & Andy Elkerton 

 9788491454120 | HC | 38 Pages | $19.95 | Children Fiction | Picarona 
  

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #27 in Children's Christmas 
Books 
  
A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! 
  
With delightful rhymes, How to Catch an Elf slots itself into place 
along such classics as The Night Before Christmas. 
  
A great book to encourage young readers to problem solving, 
practice engineering skills, and most importantly to let their 
imaginations run wild and fill the room with laughter. 

  
 

SINOPSIS 
  

You've been waiting all year long, and now it's finally Christmas 
Eve! Is this the year you'll finally catch an elf? Start a new Christmas 
tradition with this hilarious children's book from the creators of the 
New York Times best-seller How to Catch a Leprechaun! 

 
 



 COMO ATRAPAR A UNA SIRENA | How to Catch a 
Mermaid 
 By: Adam Wallace & Andy Elkerton 
 9788491453987 | HC | 38 Pages | $19.95 | Editorial Picarona | Children 

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #25 in Books  
#1 in Children's Marine Life Books 
#1 in Children's Mermaid Folk Tales & Myths 
#2 in Stories in Verse 
  
A mermaid tale from the New York Times and USA Today 
bestselling "How to Catch" series! 
  
This is a fun rhyming book. The illustrations are bright and 
colorful, exactly what you would expect in a book about mermaids. 
Great for toddlers teaching about how to use imagination to solve 
problems. 
   

SINOPSIS 
  

New in the New York Times and USA Today bestselling series 
comes a mermaid tale! Many claim to have caught a mermaid, but 
can YOU? How do you catch a mermaid? You must be very clever. 
With mirrors, crowns, and pearls galore, this quest can't last 
forever! 



HABLANDO SOLA. TRATADO DE LA AMISTAD  
Talking by Myself. Treaty of Friendship 
By: Daniela Rivera   
9786077481836 | PB | 192 Pages | $15.95 | Young Adult Non Fiction | 
Ediciones Urano  

This book is a treatise of friendship and friends are the comfy chair 

of life, the colored umbrella. Besties forever. 

  

 SINOPSIS 

  

Friends are the chocolate chips in the cookies, the chicken soup 

when it’s cold, and the ice water on hot days. Friendship is a 

telescope that looks at where all the stars and all the planets align, 

so that at some point the friends meet and, with a look and a smile, 

agree on a loving pact for a lifetime. 

 

 



TOMAR, MANEJAR, MORIR O VIVIR | Drink, Drive, 
Die or Live 
By: Sophie Laroche   

9786077481706 | PB | 172 Pages | $7.95 | Young Adult | Ediciones Urano 

This is a small book that aims to generate awareness in the youth. It’s 

a short novel that captivates and that keeps the reader interested 

until the end, with various topics such as alcohol abuse, grief, loss 

and sorrow. A book that is considered necessary for the young adult... 

It’s a good read! 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

In a fraction of a second four lives changed forever. After a few 

drinks, Felix faced a game between life and death, and stopped living. 

However, they have to move on. Surviving the absence of one, waiting 

for another to wake up and heal. They must hold onto each other and 

themselves, if it's possible. 



TAGUEADA | Tagged 
By: Emmanuel Lauzon   
9786077481805 | PB | 236 Pages | $7.95 | Young Adult Non Fiction | 
Urano  

TAG: Generalized Anxiety Disorder (Trastorno de Ansiedad 

Generalizada)  

  

This is a novel that fluctuates between the adolescence and the adult 

life, which walks along that line between the crude and the realistic, 

it is a short novel, but it contains many emotions and many moments 

that leave you thinking. If you suffer or have suffered from anxiety, 

now you can understand it better. 

  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Generalized anxiety disorder is one of the most common mental 

health problems among teens, it can significantly affect the lives of 

people who suffer from it: studies, work, and relationships. Charlie's 

story illustrates the suffering caused by the dilemma he lives every 

day: avoid his anxieties or face them? 



SEIS HISTORIAS DE SI Y DE NO | Six Stories of Yes and 
No 
By: Sara Agostini & Marta Tonin 

9788417127206 | HC | 90 Pages | $12.95 | Editorial Anagrama | Children 
Fiction 

Six rhyming stories with colorful illustrations that help children 

grow by choosing their responses in everyday situations. Yes or 

no? 

  

 

SINOPSIS 

  

The uncle says yes to the little nephew, the child says no to Mom 

and Dad, the grandparents sometimes say yes and other times 

no... Stories to read, grow and learn to respect. 



SEIS HISTORIAS SOBRE LAS EMOCIONES | Six Stories 
about Emotions 
By: Sara Agostini & Marta Tonin 
9788417127121 | HC | 88 Pages | $12.95 | Children Fiction | Editorial 
Anagrama  

Six rhyming stories with colorful illustrations that help children 

grow by choosing their responses in everyday situations. Yes or 

no? 

  

 

SINOPSIS 

  

The uncle says yes to the little nephew, the child says no to Mom 

and Dad, the grandparents sometimes say yes and other times 

no... Stories to read, grow and learn to respect. 



 SEIS HISTORIAS SOBRE PAPA | Six Stories about Dad 
 By: Sara Agostini & Marta Tonin 

 9788417127343 | HC | 90 Pages | $12.95 | Editorial Anagrama | 
Children 

Illustrated stories to show the little ones how many things a dad 

can do. The sports dad, the counselor dad, the stressed out dad, 

but especially the know-it-all dad. 

  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Six color illustrated stories to show the little ones how many 

things their dear dad knows how to do. Our children always have 

a handyman next to them, someone who plays with them, the 

best counselor, and the one who knows everything. Whichever 

your father is, he is the best because he gives you everything! 



SEIS HISTORIAS DE PORQUES | Six Stories of Whys 
By: Sara Agostini & Marta Tonin 
9788417127138 | HC | 88 Pages | $12.95 | Children Fiction | Editorial 
Anagrama  

An illustrated book full of color where children are the protagonists 

and show the annoyance generated by unawareness and uncertainty. 

  

Six little stories in this book will teach parent and be prepared for 

the best responses to their protests, their doubts and their interests. 

  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Alicia, Lucy, David, Aifa, Ola and Alberto are some of the 

protagonists in these little children adventures about the most 

common questions we ask in childhood. 6 stories to answer your 

questions and curiosities. Why do I have to go to sleep? Why can't I 

always eat candies? Why do we need money? 

 

 



FORTNITE CAPITULO 2 | The Ultimate Fortnite 
Chapter 2 Guide 
By: Kevin Pettman   
9788418014567 | HC | 82 Pages | $15.95 | Roca Editorial | Young 
Adult 

The most up-to-date, definitive, independent and unofficial book 

about Fortnite Chapter 2. Discover 100% of the secrets of the new 

island map, combat tips, facts, figures, fun surprises and much 

more. 

  

The most important video game book in history. This beautifully 

illustrated, full-color guide is the essential companion for all players 

who have already started their journey in Chapter 2. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

It's full of everything that makes Fortnite the best game, including 

stats, gameplay tips, online etiquette and a guide to everything that's 

changed in Chapter 2, plus a full guide to staying safe online. Find 

out the best dances and emotes, choose your perfect Fortnite pet, 

and discover what the pros know. 



FIVE NIGHTS AT FREDDY’S. EL CUARTO ARMARIO | 
Five Nights at Freddys. The Fourth Closet 
By: Scott Cathown & Kira Breed-Wrisley 
9788417968106 | HC | 368 Pages | $17.95 | Roca Editorial | Young Adult 

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: 

#15 in Teen & Young Adult Ghost Stories 

#20 in Teen & Young Adult TV, Video Game Adaptations 

  

From the #1 New York Times bestselling authors. 

  

A pulse pounding conclusion to the bestselling trilogy from the creator 

of the horror video game sensation Five Nights at Freddy's. A favorite 

book of all time. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

What really happened to Charlie? It's the question that John can't 

seem to shake, along with the nightmares of Charlie's seeming death 

and miraculous reappearance. Meanwhile, there's a new animatronic 

pizzeria opening in Hurricane, along with a new rash of kidnappings 

that feel all too familiar. 



EL LIBRO DEL CEMENTERIO | The Graveyard Book 
Graphic Novel 
By: Neil Gaiman & P. Craig Russell 

9788494980862 | PB | 360 Pages | $24.95 | Roca Editorial | Young Adult 

The first paperback edition of the glorious two-volume, full-color 

graphic novel adaptation of Neil Gaiman's #1 New York Times 

bestselling and Newbery Medal-winning novel The Graveyard Book. 

  

A vastly entertaining adaptation... It’s a treasure worth having even if 

the novel is already on the shelf.  

Publishers Weekly  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Each chapter in this adaptation by P. Craig Russell —now combined 

into one splendid volume— is illustrated showcasing a variety of styles 

from a breadth of talent. Inventive, chilling, and filled with wonder, 

Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book reaches new heights in this 

stunning single-volume paperback edition. 



LA PROMETIDA | The Betrothed 

By: Kiera Cass   
9788417968151 | PB | 288 Pages | $17.95 | Roca Editorial | Young Adult 

The instant #1 New York Times bestseller from the bestselling author of 

the Selection series!  

  

Amazon Best Sellers Rank:  

#47 in Teen & Young Adult Friendship Fiction 

#48 in Young Adult Girls & Women Fiction 

#93 in Teen & Young Adult Fantasy Romance 

  

Fans of The Selection series will anxiously await the second installment 

of this duology to learn Hollis’s fate. 

School Library Journal 

  

A headstrong heroine whom Cass’s loyal following will champion. 

Publishers Weekly 

   
SINOPSIS 

  

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Selection series 

comes The Betrothed, a glittering royal romance sure to captivate her 

legion of loyal readers and lovers of courtly intrigue alike. 



LUISOL Y LAS PESADILLAS | Luisol and the 
Nightmares 
By: Martha Elena Romero & María Perujo Lavín 

9786074536454 | PB | 24 Pages | $9.95 | Editorial Sélector | Children 

Amazon Bestsellers Rank in Mexico:  

# 25 Children Comic Superhero 

# 34 in Dreams 

# 49 Kids's Books for Parents  

  

A beautiful and colorful book with very original drawings. The 

protagonist's mother shows a powerful and effective tool called scare-

away nightmares and Luisol learns that everything has a solution. 

Great for bedtime stories. 

  

This is a wonderful story that shows kids how to turn nightmares into 

delightful and fun dreams. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Has it happened to you that sometimes you don't want to go to sleep 

because some unpleasant dreams begin to populate your head? The 

same happens to Luisol: where are these horrible nightmares coming 

from? You will find the ideal technique to confront those frightening 

dreams and sleep in peace. 



LAS AVENTURAS DE GADITA EN CADIZ | Adventures 
of Gadita in Cadiz 
By: Carmen Gil   

9788415943839 | PB | 56 Pages | $13.95 | Editorial Almuzara | Children 

An exceptional work full of poems to recite them at schools, libraries, 

shows or presentations. A work in which poetry, music, games and 

magic are mixed. 

  

Carmen Gil has more than one hundred books published with 

prestigious publishers and they have been translated in about twenty 

languages. She has several national and international awards and 

prizes to her credit, including one silver and three gold medals. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

A fun, sparkling and musical collection of poems that brings children 

closer to monuments, customs, representative places and history of the 

city of Cádiz (Andalucía, Spain). At the same time, it transmits them 

values such as equality, solidarity, respect, empathy, environmental 

education, and more. 



HISTORIA DE LA SEMANA SANTA DE SEVILLA PARA 
NIÑOS | History of the Holy Week in Seville for 
Children. 
By: Francisco Huesa Andrade   
9788417954734 | PB | 240 Pages | $21.95 | Children | Editorial Almuzara  

By the author of History of Madrid for children. 

  

How to tell the story to a generation raised under the prism of 

Instagram, in pretending rather than knowing? This book helps 

children understand that things by appearance without being, without 

substance, is empty. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

The fascinating monastic world and the history of the Seville Holy 

Week, as told through the eyes of a child in a pleasant yet rigorous way, 

shows how to love and respect the great heritage of the city artistically 

and spiritually. 

 

 



LAS HISTORIAS MAS BELLAS DE MUJERES 
VALIENTES | The Most Beautiful Stories of Brave 
Women 
By: Valentina Camerini & Veronica Carratello 

9788417127473 | HC | 192 Pages | $19.95 | Children | Editorial Anagrama 

I AM STRONGER THAN FEAR. 

  

A great book about brave and fearless women. It collects the stories of 

some women who with their courage have contributed to social, 

cultural and scientific progress and have made our world a lot better. 

  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

From Marie Curie's science to the art of Frida Kahlo, Amelia Earhart, 

the first female aviator, to Valentina Tereshkova, the first astronaut, 

through the voice of Ella Fitzgerald, the courage of Rosa Parks or the 

determination of Malala. This book shares the stories of brave women 

who have improved the world. 



EL LENGUAJE DE LAS EMOCIONES | The Language 
of Emotions 
By: Barbara Franco   
9788417127695 | HC | 224 Pages | $20.95 | Children Fiction | 
Anagrama  

Thanks to the wonderful illustrations and the clear and simple text, 

children will be able to open up and get to know their own inner world 

and others as if it were a beautiful adventure. 

 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Episodes of everyday life that are used to tell emotions. 48 emotional 

nuances are those that accompany the little adventures of Pedro, Elisa 

and their family. Talking about emotions is not simple, especially with 

the little ones. This work approaches what children feel through 

stories they can identify with. 

 

 



SEIS HISTORIAS PARA SALVAR EL PLANETA | Six 
Stories to Save the Planet 
By: Silvia Roncaglia & Chiara Bordoni 
9788417127633 | HC | 96 Pages | $12.95 | Children Fiction | 
Editorial Anagrama  

In this gorgeous and colorful book, the authors help children 

understand that we need to save our planet. Every gesture counts. 

Also, that of the little ones. 

  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

We present small rhymed stories which show the need to take care 

of our environment. From the children's perspective, we tell six 

stories in which they will see how to avoid plastics, city pollution, 

and beach garbage. 



ZAPATOS DE HIERRO | Iron Shoes 
By: Alejandro Viveros   
9786079344344 | HC | 32 Pages | $6.95 | Children Fiction | Ediciones 

Urano  

A children's book that reminds us of the power of dreams in everyday 

life and how enthusiastic we are to destroy them to remain normal. 

  

Excellent story in a magical place. We must learn from Nilkha, not to 

let anything prevent us from daydreaming. 

  

A very short story, but with a message that leaves you thinking longer 

than it took you to read the book. 

  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Nilkha is a girl who doesn’t touch the ground with her feet, plays with 

crows, shapes the clouds and aspires to learn the noble trade of 

weaving the plumage of birds. However, it will arise problems. The 

people in town will find a way to put her feet on the ground. Will 

Nilkha renounce to her essence and her dreams? 

 

 



EL HIJO INFINITO | Infinity Son (Infinity Cycle) 
By: Adam Silvera   
9788492918850 | PB | 320 Pages | $15.95 | Ediciones Urano | Young 

Adult 

A New York Times, Publishers Weekly, and Indie Bound bestseller! 

  

Amazon Best Sellers Rank:  

#52 in Teen & Young Adult Fiction about New Experiences  

#101 in Teen & Young Adult Siblings Fiction 

  

Silvera has created an exciting fantasy series opener. Fans of 

Cassandra Clare…will love this magical book that embodies it all. 

School Library Journal 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Growing up in New York, brothers Emil and Brighton always idolized 

the Spell Walkers—a vigilante group sworn to rid the world of 

specters. While the Spell Walkers and other celestials are born with 

powers, specters take them, violently stealing the essence of 

endangered magical creatures. 



SIMON Y EL SAUCE LLORON | Simon and the Weeping 
Willow 
By: Ingrid Coronado & Paulina Vargas 

9786077481423 | HC | 42 Pages | $12.95 | Ediciones Urano | Children 

A colorful and beautiful book. A great read recommended not only for 

children but for parents as well. 

  

A moving story that explains and invites children to express their 

emotions. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Simon is a very happy child, but everything changes when his parents 

announce that they’re going to divorce. He is convinced that nobody 

understands him, until one day he meets a magical and wise willow who 

will become his great friend and helps him through the difficult 

moment of separation of his parents. 



A LA CAZA DE HOUDINI | Escaping from Houdini 
By: Kerri Maniscalco   
9788492918973 | PB | 480 Pages | $18.95 | Ediciones Urano | Young 
Adult 

This dark, gothic landscape is peopled with nuanced, diverse characters 
who keep readers enthralled. A gripping mystery with a compelling 
heroine and just the right touch of romance. 
Kirkus Reviews 
  
Maniscalco's winning combinations of historical fiction, romance, 
forensics, and a feisty heroine will attract historical fiction and 
romance readers. 
Booklist 
  
Displaying her usual fierce determination and progressive ideals, 
Audrey Rose is once again a compelling protagonist. Another 
delightfully mysterious addition to the series. 
School Library Journal 
  

SINOPSIS 
  

The #1 best selling series that started with Stalking Jack the Ripper and 
Hunting Prince Dracula continues its streak in this third bloody 
installment. Audrey Rose and Thomas Creswell find themselves aboard 
a luxurious ocean liner that becomes a floating prison of horror when 
passengers are murdered one by one... with nowhere to run from the 
killer. 



AMELIA SABE VOLAR | Amelia Who Could Fly 
By: Mara Dal Corso & Daniela Volpari 

9788491453604 | HC | 28 Pages | $16.95 | Editorial Picarona | 
Children 

A fun book about the life of Ms. Earhart. Very inspirational for kids. 

  

This lyrical and lovely picture book depicts Amelia Earhart as a 

young girl, growing up with a dream of flying. Biographical details 

are included at the end of the book. 

  

An unusually imaginative child biography which will inspire and 

appeal to kids of every age. 

Midwest Book Review 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

This album tells the story of little Amelia, who from a very young 

age dreamed of flying the skies in an airplane. Mara dal Corso and 

Daniela Volpari gives us a story that invites us to dream, to break 

gender stereotypes, and to jump over any obstacle. 



FELICIDAD. MANUAL DE USUARIO | Where 
Happiness Begins 
By: Eva Eland   
9788491453284 | HC | 40 Pages | $15.95 | Children | Editorial 
Picarona  

A playful, poignant, and wonderfully reassuring book for children 
as they encounter emotional hills and valleys. 
Kirkus Reviews 
  
For those seeking titles that support social emotional learning, this 
is a gentle reminder of where happiness begins. 
School Library Journal 
  
This book is soft, joyous, quiet and kind. It is also filled with 
gorgeous and cheerful artwork that give the pages and beautiful 
glow. Fantastic illustrations with beautiful and sensitive approach 
to big emotions. 

  
SINOPSIS 

  

Are you looking for happiness? Sometimes it can feel really far 
away, and sometimes you might have so much you can’t help but 
share. You can try to chase it, control it or capture it, but even if it 
seems like it’s gone for a while, you’ll know it’s never far away... 



ORIGAMI DEL UNICORNIO MAGICO | Magical 
Unicorn Origami 
By: Joe Fullman & Sam Loma 

9788491454038 | PB | 96 Pages | $16.95 | Children Non Fiction | 
Editorial Picarona 

Includes 24 sheets of rainbow origami paper. 

  

Kids can get crafty with this unicorn origami, and crimp, fold and 

fashion a fantasy world. 

  

With the sheets of rainbow paper that are included, children aged 6+ 

can get started straightaway and bring their extraordinary origami 

figures to life! 

   

 SINOPSIS 

  

This full-color book has all you need to create unicorns and some of 

their magical friends, including fairies, mermaids, and more... From 

here young crafters can construct whole enchanting scenes, including 

a magical meadow and a unicorn picnic. 



VAMOS AL DENTISTA | We're Going to the Dentist 
By: Amanda Gummer & Marion Cocklico 
9788491453635 | HC | 10 Pages | $12.95 | Children Fiction | Editorial 
Picarona  

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #83 in Children's Christian Holiday 

Fiction 

  

A book that teaches the little ones their daily activities and how to 

take care of their teeth. Also to approach the reason and motivates 

them to must visit the dentist.  

  

SINOPSIS 

  

This series is designed to help children and their parents with new 

experiences. In this book, Nancy and Teddy go for a dental check-up. 

With delightful illustrations from Marion Cocklico, “We're Going to 

the Dentist” is the perfect book for reassuring little people. 

 

 



LA PRINCESA TRAVIESA CONTRA EL CABALLERO 
VALIENTE | The Evil Princess Vs.The Brave Knight 
By: Jennifer L. Holm & Matthew Holm 

9788491453376 | HC | 40 Pages | $17.95 | Editorial Picarona | Children 

A welcome, rare and inclusive mirror, the Holms siblings strike again. 

Kirkus Reviews 

  

A droll portrait of the love-hate sibling bond -both medieval and 

modern. 

Publishers Weekly 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Meet the Evil Princess and the Brave Knight. She casts terrible spells, 

while he fights dragons. He rescues cats in distress, while she makes 

mischief. No wonder there isn't much peace in this kingdom! But is the 

Evil Princess really so evil? And is the Brave Knight truly as chivalrous 

as he seems? 



¡SHHH! ¡ESTOY LEYENDO! | Shhh! I'm Reading 
By: John Kelly & Elina Ellis 

9788491453246 | HC | 30 Pages | $16.95 | Editorial Picarona | 
Children 

A fanciful celebration of the pleasures of reading. 

  

Shhh! Do not disturb! Bella is busy reading. Please come back when 

she has finished this UTTERLY AMAZING and TOTALLY 

INCREDIBLE book! 

  

A fantastically funny tale, celebrating imagination and the joy of 

reading. 

  

SINOPSIS 

  

Bella is reading the best book ever! She’s just gotten to the most 

amazing part when suddenly, a pirate appears and invites her on an 

adventure. “I’m sorry, Captain,” Bella tells him, “ I’d rather just sit 

and read my book.” So Bella returns to her book and is just about to 

read when a penguin shows up. 



ABUELO ARBOL | Grandpa Tree 
By: Maria Romana Tetamo & Laura Proietti 

9788491453772 | HC | 34 Pages | $16.95 | Editorial Picarona | 
Children 

This book with lovely wonderful illustrations makes a good 
addition to a classroom library and is perfect for introducing this 
concept to children. An elementary tale of a great lesson. 
  
Inside this garden there is a whole world to discover. Children will 
learn where the seeds, carrots, tomatoes, and potatoes come from. 
That everything comes from the earth. A life lesson not only for the 
little ones but for the adults too. 
  

SINOPSIS 
  

Contemporary lifestyle is disconnecting new generations from 
nature. “Grandpa Tree” calls us to bring our kids closer to nature, 
to explain to them the magic that happens around each tree, each 
plant, and how the earth offers us life. 


